Propagation of dendritic spikes mediated by excitable spines: a continuum theory.
1. Neuroscientists are currently hypothesizing on how voltage-dependent channels, in dendrites with spines, may be spatially distributed or how their numbers may divide between spine heads and the dendritic base. A new cable theory is formulated to investigate electrical interactions between many excitable and/or passive dendritic spines. The theory involves a continuum formulation in which the spine density, the membrane potential in spine heads, and the spine stem current vary continuously in space and time. The spines, however, interact only indirectly by voltage spread along the dendritic shaft. Active membrane in the spine heads is modeled with Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) kinetics. Synaptic currents are generated by transient conductance increases. For most simulations the membrane of spine stems and dendritic shaft is assumed passive. 2. Action-potential generation and propagation occur as localized excitatory synaptic input into spine heads causes a few excitable spines to fire, which then initiates a chain reaction of spine firings along a branch. This sustained wavelike response is possible for a certain range of spine densities and electrical parameters. Propagation is precluded for spine stem resistance (Rss) either too large or too small. Moreover, even if Rss lies in a suitable range for the local generation of an action potential (resulting from local synaptic excitatory input), this range may not be suitable to initiate a chain reaction of spine firings along the dendrite; success or failure of impulse propagation depends on an even narrower range of Rss values. 3. The success or failure of local excitation to spread as a chain reaction depends on the spatial distribution of spines. Impulse propagation is unlikely if the excitable spines are spaced too far apart. However, propagation may be recovered by redistributing the same number of equally spaced spines into clusters. 4. The spread of excitation in a distal dendritic arbor is also influenced by the branching geometry. Input to one branch can initiate a chain reaction that accelerates into the sister branch but rapidly attenuates as it enters the parent branch. In branched dendrites with many excitable and passive spines, regions of decreased conductance load (e.g., near sealed ends) can facilitate attenuating waves and enhance waves that are successfully propagating. Regions of increased conductance load (e.g., near common branch points) promote attenuation and tend to block propagation. Non-uniform loading and/or nonuniform spine densities can lead to complex propagation characteristics. 5. Some analytic results of classical cable theory are generalized for the case of a passive spiny dendritic cable.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)